JOB TITLE: HEAD OF PRODUCT

WHO WE ARE
EARN is a national non-profit helping working families achieve prosperity through savings. As the nation’s leading
microsavings provider, EARN designs and launches financial technology tools that create financial stability for
America’s most economically vulnerable populations. EARN’s ultimate vision is that well-informed American
households will achieve financial success through proven strategies, fair public policy and their own hard work.
EARN is in the midst of a rapid transformation from a well-established direct service provider to a national
organization working at the intersection of nonprofit service and financial technology. We have created the Head
of Product position to help us plot a path for continued innovation and scale in the coming years by leading our
product development process and delivering high-quality fintech tools to financially vulnerable Americans.
ABOUT OUR PRODUCT
EARN’S primary product, SaverLife (www.saverlife.org), provides users with the ability to set savings goals, track
progress and receive financial incentives. SaverLife allows users to securely link their savings accounts through the
Plaid API. The product is supported by an offshore development team and a product and customer experience
team.
THE HEAD OF PRODUCT ROLE
Reporting to the Chief Impact Officer (CIO), the Head of Product leads EARN’s product team, and is critical to
defining success for EARN and ensuring we achieve our ambitious goals. The Head of Product manages the
development and day-to-day implementation of EARN’s product development process and contributes to the
overall strategic direction of the organization.
Product Development and Leadership
• Lead EARN’s product development process, defining the product vision and strategy and implementing a
prioritized roadmap.
• Drive product development by leading all phases of the process: ideation, design, development, and
product rollout
• Work with a cross-functional team to effectively align roadmaps based on organization’s priorities, set
clear and measurable objectives, and deploy resources appropriately to achieve impact goals
• Provide technical leadership and guidance to the executive team, colleagues, and external partners
Technical Management and Oversight
• Understand technical interdependencies and communicate what's needed to our engineering team
• Oversee the task planning and daily activities of an offshore team of software engineers
• Deliver crisp product requirement documents that are easily understood by technical and non-technical
audiences
Quality and Accountability
• Deliver an excellent customer experience, continually raising the bar on functionality, usability, and
simplicity.
• Champion operational excellence, establishing metrics and process for regular assessment and
improvement

WHO YOU ARE
• You are an expert in gathering, analyzing, and translating market and customer behavior into real
product requirements. You have excellent decision-making skills and a knack for identifying, prioritizing,
and articulating the highest impact initiatives
• You have formal experience as a Software Engineer / Developer with product ownership experience,
including experience architecting, developing, and launching software products and/or services
• You have a proven record of developing compelling technical roadmaps, story outlines, writing user
stories, grooming product backlogs and coordinating/prioritizing conflicting requirements.
• You maximize productivity in a constantly changing environment, while balancing an intense customer
focus with EARN’s impact objectives
• You are an excellent communicator with the ability to present and champion your ideas to internal
stakeholders and external partners and to communicate technological complexities to a non-technical
audience.
• You excel at running cross-functional teams and enjoy coaching and mentoring team members
WHAT YOU BRING
• BS/MS in Computer Science or a related technical field
• 3+ years of experience as a Product Owner or Technical Product Manager building successful enterprise
software products
• Minimum 5 years of professional software engineering experience with hands-on experience of software
development and web technologies
OUR OFFER AND COMMITMENT
The salary and benefits package for this position is competitive.
EARN values diversity in our workplace and encourage people of color, women, people with disabilities, people
who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender, and anyone belonging to any other federal or state protected
category to apply for this position.
YOUR NEXT STEP
If this opportunity sounds like it’s for you, please submit a cover letter and resume to jobs@earn.org by April 12,
2019. If you are not sure if this opportunity is for you, are simply curious, or know someone who would be
perfect, please email us.

